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SESSION 3
Sunday to Friday, March 16 – 21, 2025

LIBBY WILLIAMSON

Wonky Sisters

STUDENT SUPPLIES:
n Sewing machine with free motion capability

n Thread in assorted colors. I like 40 weight.

n Basic sewing machine supplies, bobbins, machine 
tools, pins, free motion or darning foot and regular 
feet

n Fabric scissors

n Paper scissors

n Art apron

n Table top light and, if driving, a multi-plug extension 
cord with surge protection.

n Something to cover your work at night.

Optional supplies:

n Scraps of old fabrics to paint. (But I will bring plenty of 
fabric!)

n Intense pencils (Only if you already have them. Please 
do not buy a set. I will have plenty to share and we 
will use them very sparingly.)

n Buttons, beads, or accessories you might want to add 
to your sweet sister

n Any special background fabrics on which to mount 
your face. I will provide white Monk’s Cloth (the fabric 
used on the sample, Lillian)

A droopy eyelid, a crooked smile, or an adorable snaggletooth… let’s face it, we’ve all got our 
‘wrinkles’. We’ll embrace our flaws, kick-back, and create wonderful Wonky Sisters.

The fun begins with quick, loose sketches as we practice creating wild and wonderful faces. 
This warm up will produce a pile of silly drawings with ridiculous, adorable facial features. There is 
no pressure to create anatomically correct faces. Instead we strive for lopsided lips, mismatched 
eyes, crooked noses, and fantastic hairdos. The wonkier the better! I will happily assist with any 
drawing challenges you have and will provide patterns if you would prefer to work from them.

These fabric collages are made with painted fabrics. By applying acrylic paint to an assortment 
of printed fabrics we will create a stash of luscious material for your artwork. After the paint dries, 
the faces will get covered with snippets and bits of hand-painted fabric. Freemotion sewing and 
optional hand stitches brings these faces to life. Add as many wrinkles as you like!

Come play with me and let’s make some magic!

All materials will be provided to create your artwork including acrylic paints and inks, canvas 
fabric, sketch paper, drawing tools, backing fabric, felt, paint brushes, glue, hand-sewing needles 
and embroidery thread, fabric markers, and a wide selection of pre-painted fabrics to supplement 
your stash. And Chocolate, of course!

KIT FEE: $45


